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Agile Methodology 2019-10-26
do you want to become an expert project manager are you interested in learning agile but don t know
where to start are you tired of missing deadlines with agile methodology a beginner s guide to agile
method and principles you can become a whiz in no time no more late projects no more confused team
members you can learn to manage a team and deliver high quality products with this easy to follow
guide in this book you ll learn basic agile principles and how to use them the art of simplicity how to
collaborate as a team high to work quickly while having high quality production how to communicate as
a team and make everyone a team player how to build a foundation for any project how to deliver on
time every time increase transparency while decreasing risks how to keep your customers satisfied and
lots more what are waiting for don t wait another minute to impress your boss manage your team and
keep your customers happy click the buy button now

アジャイル実務ガイド 2018-04
the agile practice guide provides tools situational guidelines and an understanding of the various agile
approaches available to enable better results this practice guide is essential for anyone who wants to
learn more about agile approaches but it is especially useful for those project managers accustomed to
working in a more traditional environment who want to adapt to a more agile approach it is specifically
designed to work hand in hand with pmi s flagship publication a guide to the project management body
of knowledge pmbok guide sixth edition

Agile Practice Guide (Japanese) 2018-05-07
agile practice guide first edition has been developed as a resource to understand evaluate and use agile
and hybrid agile approaches this practice guide provides guidance on when where and how to apply
agile approaches and provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase
agility this practice guide is aligned with other pmi standards including a guide to the project
management body of knowledge pmbok guide sixth edition and was developed as the result of
collaboration between the project management institute and the agile alliance

Agile 2018-11-14
if you want to produce faster while increasing the quality of your products then keep reading 2
comprehensive manuscripts in 1 book agile a guide to agile project management with scrum kanban
and lean including tips for sprint planning and how to create a hybrid waterfall agile software
development methodology scrum how to use the agile framework called scrum to produce faster while
increasing quality the word agile gets thrown around a lot in software development circles but what
exactly does it entail you have probably seen whiteboards filled up with post it notes somewhere either
in pictures or tv shows ever wonder what they are used for in a production setting this book will give
you an overview of agile methodologies and how you can use them to speed up development and drive
customer satisfaction in part one of this book you will get an overview of the 12 principles of agile so
you don t have to read the agile manifesto to understand the methodologies discover why you should
adopt agile learn how to set up scrum boards organize scrum sprints and see them to completion find
out how to apply toyota s lean manufacturing techniques to a software development setting using
kanban learn about the lean movement as it pertains to software and how to shave unnecessary costs
from your software development projects discover how to implement agile when your company is stuck
using old methods and much much more part two of this book include a succinct review of agile project
management to set the foundation of your scrum knowledge the history and values of scrum
methodology a description of each scrum team member role and how to choose the best people for the
job the extensive reasoning for why you should choose scrum as your go to method for completing
projects examples of scrum artifacts accompanied with clear definitions of what they are and how they
are used the sprint process boiled down into an understandable cycle that can fit almost any project of
any size comparison of the traditional method of project management waterfall estimation and story
points used in scrum projects equations used to determine release dates based on the features a client
requests for a scrum project various forms of a project roadmap and when and how to use them best a
comprehensive discussion on the daily scrum including tips on the best use of the time in the stand up
two case studies presented along with the lessons learned from the practical application of scrum in
different industries additional tips and tricks on how to become the best scrum company around and
much much more get this book now to learn more about agile and scrum
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Agile Project Management 2016-11-03
in understanding methodologies and agile project management we look at the different techniques in
which you can successfully develop management skills as you know it is quite important to adopt a
multifaceted approach when it comes to management to get your job done in a facile manner agile
methodology is a multifaceted approach that finds its application in many different fields and can be
considered an umbrella concept right from engineering to it to business management there are many
areas where one can effectively apply the ideologies of agile management once you go through the book
you will understand how easy it is for you to adopt and utilize it to enhance your business the agile
management technique focuses on four main aspects namely effective communication with clients
parties delivering a work application collaborating with clients and changing up the scope of work all of
these need to be controlled and managed in order to enhance productivity that is exactly where this
book comes into play in the course of this book you will learn how to understanding the iterative
learning process learning about the agile software development techniques the scope of management
meaning and features of agile manifesto dynamic system development model and its applications the
phases of the atern project understanding of the scrum theory sprint reviews and sprint retrospectives
service designs and transitions service operations lean development principles operational level
management techniques steps to enhance focus agile management basically focuses on enhancing
communication within the organizational structure to ensure that you remain with free flowing
ideologies it is a good way to increase your productivity while managing your work environment the
book focuses on understanding each and every element by breaking it down to the simplest form the
concepts are explained in such a way that they allow you to implement them in your work life you can
go through the concepts in detail to understand each and every aspect of it there is no limit to its
application and you can mold it into any shape or form of your choice you can pass a copy of the book to
all your employees so that they can understand what it takes to partake in agile management of
business you can also consider holding a seminar or a book reading session where everybody can
interpret their ideologies in their own way using the information provided in the book you can
implement agile management in your day to day life whether it is work or personal life so what are you
waiting for start reading right away buy your copy today

Agile 2018-09-19
if you want to save time money and effort while simultaneously increasing your team s value and getting
more satisfied customers then keep reading 2 comprehensive manuscripts in 1 book agile project
management how to make your customers happier while saving money time and effort kanban the
ultimate guide to kanban methodology for agile software development every day businesses are losing
huge amounts of money because they are acting in a way that dissatisfies their customers for example
new voice media issued a report in 2016 which reported that 62 billion of business was lost due to poor
customer service how many businesses miss out on thousands if not millions of dollars in extra profit
without even realizing could your business be one of them you see most people make the same mistakes
when it comes to gettings things done as well as getting the right things done but with this book you
can learn about kanban methodology and agile project management so you can optimize the workflow
to serve a specific purpose ensuring customer satisfaction the first part of this book includes a clear
definition of what agile project management truly is a comprehensive comparison of agile project
management versus more traditional approaches compelling reasons for why you and your company
should adopt an agile approach defined principles and values of agile project management so you can
understand how they can be applied to your business environment comparisons between a variety of the
most common agile methodologies suggestions on how to assign roles and create a motivated team
environment an outline of the entire sprint process from start to finish parallel management processes
to ensure quality and risk mitigation is effective and much much more by reading the second part of this
book you will discover what a kanban system is learn how it can help with software development
explore the benefits of using kanban so you can convince your team to adopt it gain clarity on how to
create a kanban board learn about the seven kanban cadences gain knowledge about kanban s wip
limits and much much more don t let your competitors get to this information before you get this book
today and improve your business

Agile Project Management 2019-11-22
are you ready for a whole new way to manage your projects if so you need to read this book are you a
project manager who is frustrated by the rigidity of traditional project management methods do you feel
it stifles the creativity of your team have you seen projects fail because of an inability to respond
appropriately to changing internal or external circumstances if so you re going to be very happy to learn
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about the superpower that is known as the agile methodology for project management this book will
help you gain a deeper understanding of the agile principles of management why should i use agile
using the agile method will greatly increase project efficiency and team collaboration and that will
improve your deliverables your team s creativity and your customer s satisfaction agile does this by
providing for the following continuous feedback creative problem solving in every sprint flexibility in
responding to changes adaptive highly creative teams increased team efficiency as you value individuals
and interactions over processes and tools customer collaboration that dramatically increases
satisfaction why should i buy this book to put it simply it explains in easy to understand language how to
apply the agile methodology to every phase of any project specifically here s what you ll learn the agile
process how to plan for success how agile will improve your communications how the agile method
differs from other methods and why it is better the agile lifecycle the scrum framework the kanban
framework how to build an adaptive team how to implement collaborative management principles why
this book from among the 100s of others this book is different in a number of significant ways whereas
other books just skim the surface when explaining this method this book offers specific tools and easy to
follow instructions as well as in depth information on the following topics explanations of the agile
method and the paradigm shift in project management the benefits of agile over other methods the agile
process the tools that will allow you to manage any kind of project the major agile frameworks both
scrum and kanban adaptive team building and collaborative project management how to avoid the main
pitfalls of using this method quite simply this book offers a comprehensive guide to this highly
successful method of project management it gives you everything you need to know to manage any kind
of project so if you re tired of having to push your team for success if you feel constrained by your
current management methodology and or if you just want to see more projects succeed with improved
customer satisfaction you need to take a look at this method if you follow the principles in this book you
will see your project success rate improve and your customer satisfaction soar so what are you waiting
for there s no better time than the present and there s no easier way to learn about it than by reading
this book get started reading today by clicking on the buy now button

Agile Transformation: A Step By Step guide for Agile Coaches
2020-02-15
this course introduces a step by step approach for agile transformation this discusses agile
transformation with an agile coaching mindset

Agile Project Management 2020-04-19
are you new to project management or looking to solidify your understanding of the agile project
management then this is just the book you have been looking for the book was carefully written to help
you gain a solid understanding of the fundamental concepts of agile project management that have
evolved as the new backbone of the software development lifecycle to make software development
projects more flexible with high efficiency the agile project management was introduced in the last
decade and has quickly evolved as the new industry standard for project management some of the
giants of silicon valley such as apple google and facebook have become the epitome of how agile
practices should be applied to efficiently deliver high quality software solutions in a short period of time
think of agile method as one project containing smaller projects within itself containing a backlog of
requirements that need to be implemented tested and deployed within the predefined scope of the
project nearly every company today claims that they are agile without substantially utilizing the true
agile values and principles so it is critical to have a solid understanding of these principles the flexibility
and versatility offered by the agile framework allow it to be used for day to day operations and
functioning of non technical teams just as effectively the truly agile development teams tend to grow
rapidly due to the growing success of agile practices and the increasing demands of the customers as a
result the need to implement agile methodologies on a larger scale would also increase this book will
help you gain a thorough understanding of the project management methodologies focused on the agile
framework and provide you some of the most frequently used programming practices that help to
improve software quality usability longevity remember knowledge is power and with the great power
you will gather from this book you will be armed to make sound personal and professional technological
choices your understanding of agile project management and software development lifecycle will
improve drastically and you will be poised to successfully manage your software and non software
projects by delivering high quality product in a timely and efficient manner so be a good samaritan and
spread the word to your tech savvy friends and family help them get access to this power
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Agile Project Management 2011-11-22
are you a project manager who wants to improve the projects you are working on do you want to
continuously improve the efficiency of the team that is working for you you can do it with this book
project managing anything can be a time consuming and frustrating business especially when old and
outdated methods are used to complete the job you know that there is a better solution and you know
that it will improve your ability to deliver this book agile project management the ultimate intermediate
guide to learn agile project management step by step follows on from the beginner s guide to agile
project management by increasing your knowledge and abilities with chapters that focus on the basic
principles of agile project management how it can be adopted across industries tracking and reporting
projects estimation and planning valuable resources for agile professionals and more agile project
management is perfect for those with a little knowledge of the subject and will help you to expand that
much further when you develop your project management skills using the agile method you discover
that projects run more smoothly than ever before and you provide a much better product for your
clients get a copy now and see how it will improve your projects

Agile Experience Design 2021-02-02
agile development methodologies may have started life in it but their widespread and continuing
adoption means there are many practitioners outside of it including designers who need to change their
thinking and adapt their practices this is the missing book about agile that shows how designers
product managers and development teams can integrate experience design into lean and agile product
development it equips you with tools techniques and a framework for designing great experiences using
agile methods so you can deliver timely products that are technically feasible profitable for the business
and desirable from an end customer perspective this book will help you successfully integrate your
design process on an agile project and feel like part of the agile team do good design faster by doing
just enough just in time use design methods from disciplines such as design thinking customer centered
design product design and service design create successful digital products by considering the needs of
the end customer the business and technology understand the next wave of thinking about continuous
design and continuous delivery

Agile Guide 2020-05-31
leading an agile team calls for unexpected changes and typical project management tactics you simply
can t approach an agile project with the same mentality as you usually use agile teams are self
organized self directing and lack a hierarchical structure that often defines project management but
even with the lack of common elements you can be a team leader and guide your project to success
even if you re not familiar with coding or software development understanding the agile manifesto and
the basics of agile project management you can be a valued part of the team within this book you ll
learn the principles of agile development different methods to guide your team toward success how to
keep team members accountable your role within the agile team and how to best act as a leader how to
address conflict and tension within your team valuable tools to use to help your team communicate
clearly and collaborate effectively how to manage the events that drive agile projects managing an agile
project can go smoothly if you use the principles and constructs of an agile team the way they were
intended some modern tools have made that even easier but you ll always need to have a grip on the
human element of team management as well by expanding your knowledge of agile you can balance the
importance of people the usefulness of tools and the value of the principles laid out in the agile
manifesto

Agile Scrum Crash Course 2019-04-19
a step by step guide to agile project management scrum and the psm 1 scrum master certification agile
scrum crash course is a quick and complete guide on all you need to know to learn the essentials of
agile project management and scrum it will also help you prepare for the professional scrum master
certification psm 1 and pass on your first attempt written in simple language with easy to understand
examples it has been especially written for beginners no matter what your industry background is you
will be able to quickly learn the fundamentals of agile and scrum and start using them on your projects
complete overview of agile project management and scrum pass the psm 1 scrum master certification
on your first try learn agile values and the agile manifesto the difference between waterfall and agile
project management what is a sprint a step by step walkthrough learn the concepts of the official scrum
guide in simple language learn about scrum roles scrum events and scrum artifacts scrum roles product
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owner scrum master development team scrum events sprint planning daily scrum sprint retrospective
sprint review scrum artifacts product backlog sprint backlog increment and more user stories story
points definition of done

The Epic Guide to Agile 2019-09-18
tired of out of touch scrum training that doesn t work discover practical agile delivery techniques to
make your software shine has your excitement over scrum led to nothing but disappointment have
months of agile training still left your company far short of optimal efficiency do you feel like your
leaders and developers are speaking a completely different language ascendle ceo dave todaro has lived
and breathed software development for over three decades after running successful agile teams on a
daily basis he s ready to share his insights and techniques to help your company reap the benefits of his
experience the epic guide to agile more business value on a predictable schedule with scrum is a
comprehensive guide to software based team dynamics that both leaders and developers can
understand unlike most agile training that doesn t work in practice todaro s step by step playbook rises
above theory to save you time and money perfect for any sized business or level of experience you ll get
to the crux of each scrum issue to have your team running sprints more efficiently than ever in the epic
guide to agile you ll discover personal examples and anecdotes to tackle problems at their source
effective ways to introduce agile and scrum into your organization with the right pilot team the exact
system to achieve productive sprint planning sessions the typical issues that can doom your product and
how to conquer them the best technical environment setups to support your software project groups
and much much more the epic guide to agile is a powerhouse manual to help any scrummaster or
project manager find productivity and success if you like real world examples no nonsense teaching and
clear communication then you ll love dave todaro s extraordinary and practical guidebook buy the epic
guide to agile to take your team into the scrum age today

Agile Project Management with Scrum 2012-07-01
are you looking for a tool that can help make work more flexible for your team do you want a structured
and organized approach in the way your projects are handled do you want a more streamlined process
for communications and deadlines if your answer to any of the above questions is a yes then you have
come to the right place management is understood in different ways by different people economists
regard it as a factor of production sociologists see it was a class or group of persons while practitioners
of management treat it as a process for our understand management may be viewed as what a manager
does in a formal organization to achieve the objectives it is called bee by mary parker follet the art of
getting things done through people this definition throws light on the fact that managers achieve
organizational goals by enabling others to perform rather than performing the tasks themselves the
writer emphasizes on the project management skills with a maiden introduction of scrum project
management skills author has briefed the differences between management methodology of scrum
project management and other project management methods

Waterfall to Agile - a Practical Guide to Agile Transition 2012
as agile continues to grow in popularity more organisations are experiencing the pain and frustration
associated with any attempt to move from traditional to agile software development practices and
although that pain often leads to the realisation that success with agile requires more than simply
knowing how to do scrum kanban or any other methodology the problem remains that there is a
shortage of readily available information on how to create the organisational and cultural change
essential to the success of agile projects until now because in this book you will discover proven agile
transition strategies that will give you a competitive advantage more influence and greater control over
your career including how to get senior management colleagues and customers to buy into agile the art
of stealth agile and how to use it to create organisational change how to avoid the common agile
mistakes that could cost you your job and reputation the three personality types key to the success of
any agile transition how to deal with resistance to agile software development which agile transition
strategy is best suited to your organisational size and culture how to build effective agile teams by
modelling on the united states marine corps and more used by the world s top agile experts to
successfully transition organisations from waterfall to agile these proven techniques and strategies will
also give you greater job security quicker promotions and more money who should read this book this
book is for consultants coaches managers product owners analysts developers and testers interested in
introducing agile into their organisation but not sure how or where to get started anyone experiencing
resistance to agile at an organisational or individual level will also greatly benefit from reading this
book
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Disciplined Agile Delivery 2018-06-11
the authoritative guide to dad ibm s disciplined approach to applying agile practices in enterprise scale
projects integrate enterprise discipline with powerful widely used agile practices into a proven solution
for the entire software lifecycle scale agile strategies for complex development challenges without
compromising agile s advantages

Agile Practice Guide 2012-11-14
buku agile akan memandu anda menjalankan bisnis atau mengelola perusahaan sehingga bersifat agile
bergerak cepat sehingga peluang bisa cepat ditangkap waktu dan biaya lebih efektif dan kesetiaan
pelanggan klien terus terjaga dilengkapi dengan beragam contoh petunjuk praktik dan studi kasus dan
diciptakan dengan masukan dari para ahli terkemuka di bidang bidang yang menerapkan agile panduan
praktik agile adalah alat penting yang dapat anda gunakan untuk memimpin organisasi anda meraih
hasil yang sukses buku persembahan republika penerbit republika bukurepublika penerbit republika
management

The Agile Pocket Guide 2008-12-30
the agile pocket guide explains how to develop products services and software quickly and efficiently
without losing the main components of the framework so effective in streamlining the creating of these
products and for making positive change within a company it includes the basic tennets of the scrum
framework how to apply the processes and steps required to become agile the dynamics of a successful
agile environment the very basics of scrum and how to employ them quickly practical questions to ask
the team leader as well as the team how to build an environment of communication and collaboration
for the entire organization

Agile Testing 2012
testing is a key component of agile development the widespread adoption of agile methods has brought
the need for effective testing into the limelight and agile projects have transformed the role of testers
much of a tester s function however remains largely misunderstood what is the true role of a tester do
agile teams actually need members with qa backgrounds what does it really mean to be an agile tester
two of the industry s most experienced agile testing practitioners and consultants lisa crispin and janet
gregory have teamed up to bring you the definitive answers to these questions and many others in agile
testing crispin and gregory define agile testing and illustrate the tester s role with examples from real
agile teams they teach you how to use the agile testing quadrants to identify what testing is needed who
should do it and what tools might help the book chronicles an agile software development iteration from
the viewpoint of a tester and explains the seven key success factors of agile testing readers will come
away from this book understanding how to get testers engaged in agile development where testers and
qa managers fit on an agile team what to look for when hiring an agile tester how to transition from a
traditional cycle to agile development how to complete testing activities in short iterations how to use
tests to successfully guide development how to overcome barriers to test automation this book is a must
for agile testers agile teams their managers and their customers

The Retrospective Handbook 2018-07-11
the retrospective handbook is your field guide to unlock the untapped potential in your retrospectives
discover the small changes that make big differences drawn from almost 10 years of practical
experience running retrospectives

Unlocking Agility 2011-04-01
practical guidance and inspiration for launching sustaining or improving any agile enterprise
transformation initiative as long time competitive advantages disappear astute executives and change
agents know they must achieve true agile transformation in unlocking agility jorgen hesselberg reveals
what works what doesn t and how to overcome the daunting obstacles distilling 10 years of experience
leading agile transformation in the enterprise hesselberg guides you on jumpstarting change sustaining
momentum and executing superbly on customer commitments as you move forward he helps you
identify appropriate roles for consultants optimize organizational structures set realistic expectations
and measure against them he shares first hand accounts from pioneering transformation leaders at
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firms including intel nokia salesforce com spotify and many more balance building the right thing the
right way at the right speed design a holistic transformation strategy using five dimensions of agility
technology organizational design people leadership and culture promote agile skills knowledge and
abilities throughout your workforce incorporate powerful leadership models including level 5 teal and
beyond budgeting leverage business agility metrics to affect norms and change organizational culture
establish your agile working group the engine of agile transformation define operating models and
strategic roadmaps for unlocking agility and track your progress you already know agile transformation
is essential now discover how to customize your strategy execute on it in your environment and achieve
it

Individuals and Interactions 2021-04-05
in my opinion this is the handbook for agile teams i have been wishing for this book since we
implemented agile several years ago in many agile process books the team aspect of agile has been
glossed over in favor of the technical aspects this book is a welcome change sarah edrie director of
quality engineering harvard business school cloud computing distributed architecture test driven
development these are simple to master compared to building an agile efficient and top performing
team the path from skilled developer tester to successful manager team leader and beyond is now more
easily attainable with the insights knowledge and guidance provided by ken howard and barry rogers in
individuals and interactions an agile guide r l bogetti rlbogetti com lead system designer baxter
healthcare this book provides fantastic insight on how individuals act and relate as a team ken and
barry give great examples and exercises to help the reader understand behaviors of each individual and
use this knowledge to perform better as a team lisa shoop director product development sabre holdings
individuals and interactions is a masterfully crafted must read for anyone who is serious about
understanding and applying the human centered values of agile development it is like patrick lencioni
meets the poppendiecks to write agile through the looking glass here the looking glass is the powerful
disc framework and we see it used to enable different kind of tdd team driven development through the
use of stories examples models and guidance brad appleton agile coach consultant in a fortune 100
telecom company coauthor of software configuration management patterns this book is essential
reading for any engineering team that s serious about agile development its chapters on team dynamics
and development lay the foundation for learning all of the factors that enable a team to transform itself
into an agile success story bernard farrell consultant software engineer at emc corporation great
emphasis is typically placed on the mechanics of agile development its processes and tools it s easy to
forget that the agile manifesto values individuals and interactions ahead of processes and tools you can
gain powerful benefits by refocusing on the people side of agile development this book will show you
how it s your practical user s guide to solving the problems agile teams encounter packed with stories
best practices exercises and tips you can actually use step by step you ll learn how to get teams to truly
work as teams not as disconnected individuals along the way you ll find profoundly realistic advice on
communication motivation collaboration change group dynamics and much more whether you are an
agile project manager scrummaster product owner developer trainer or consultant this book will help
you make your agile environment more productive more effective and more personally fulfilling

The Agile Guide to Business Analysis and Planning 2012
how product owners and business analysts can maximize the value delivered to stakeholders by
integrating ba competencies with agile methodologies this book will become a staple reference that
both product owners and business analysis practitioners should have by their side from the foreword by
alain arseneault former iiba acting president ceo this book is well organized in bite sized chunks and
structured for ready access to the essential concepts terms and practices that can help any agile team
be more successful karl wiegers the agile guide to business analysis and planning provides practical
guidance for eliminating unnecessary errors and delays in agile product development through effective
planning backlog refinement and acceptance criteria specification with hard to find advice on how and
when to analyze the context for complex changes within an agile approach including when to use
journey maps value stream mapping personas story maps bpmn use cases and other uml models
renowned author and consultant howard podeswa teaches best practices drawn from agile and agile
adjacent frameworks including atdd bdd devops ci cd kanban scrum safe xp lean thinking lean startup
circumstance based market segmentation and theories of disruptive innovation he offers a
comprehensive agile roadmap for analyzing customer needs and planning product development
including discussion of legacy business analysis tools that still offer immense value to agile teams using
a running case study podeswa walks through the full agile product lifecycle from visioning through
release and continuous value delivery you learn how to carry out agile analysis and planning
responsibilities more effectively using tools such as kano analysis minimum viable products mvps
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minimum marketable features mmfs story maps product roadmaps customer journey mapping value
stream mapping spikes and the definition of ready dor podeswa presents each technique in context
what you need to know and when to apply each tool read this book to master principles frameworks
concepts and practices of agile analysis and planning in order to maximize value delivery throughout
the product s lifecycle explore planning and analysis for short term long term and scaled agile
initiatives using mvps and data informed learning to test hypotheses and find high value features split
features into mmfs and small stories that deliver significant value and enable quick wins refine estimate
and specify features stories and their acceptance criteria following atdd bdd guidance address the
unique analysis and planning challenges of scaled agile organizations implement 13 practices for
optimizing enterprise agility supported by 175 tools techniques examples diagrams templates checklists
and other job aids this book is a complete toolkit for every practitioner whatever your role you ll find
indispensable guidance on agile planning and analysis responsibilities so you can help your organization
respond more nimbly to a fast changing environment register your book for convenient access to
downloads updates and or corrections as they become available see inside book for details

The Scrum Field Guide 2016
thousands of it professionals are being asked to make scrum succeed in their organizations including
many who weren t involved in the decision to adopt it if you re one of them the scrum field guide will
give you skills and confidence to adopt scrum more rapidly more successfully and with far less pain and
fear long time scrum practitioner mitch lacey identifies major challenges associated with early stage
scrum adoption as well as deeper issues that emerge after companies have adopted scrum and
describes how other organizations have overcome them you ll learn how to gain quick wins that build
support and then use the flexibility of scrum to maximize value creation across the entire process in 30
brief engaging chapters lacey guides you through everything from defining roles to setting priorities to
determining team velocity choosing a sprint length and conducting customer reviews along the way he
explains why scrum can seem counterintuitive offers a solid grounding in the core agile concepts that
make it work and shows where it can and shouldn t be modified coverage includes getting teams on
board and bringing new team members aboard after you ve started creating a definition of done for the
team and organization implementing the strong technical practices that are indispensable for agile
success balancing predictability and adaptability in release planning keeping defects in check running
productive daily standup meetings keeping people engaged with pair programming managing culture
clashes on scrum teams performing emergency procedures to get sprints back on track establishing a
pace your team can truly sustain accurately costing projects and measuring the value they deliver
documenting scrum projects effectively prioritizing and estimating large backlogs integrating
outsourced and offshored components packed with real world examples from lacey s own experience
this book is invaluable to everyone transitioning to agile developers architects testers managers and
project owners alike

PRINCE2 Agile An Implementation Pocket Guide 2015-09-23
prince2 agile an implementation pocket guide is an official axelos licensed guide that explains the
prince2 agile framework in clear business language with practical guidance on how to implement this
framework for any project in your organisation it is ideal for those who need a readily available
reference source to supplement the official axelos prince2 agile guide

Agile Project Management 2016-07-29
discover agile project management do you want to achieve the best at every stage of a project do you
want flexibility within the team and get the best out of your employees agile project management is a
well rounded introduction to the principles of managing a project with diligence and efficiency the book
describes the basics including the composition of the project team and shows you the role of each
participant when you read through the book you will see that every person involved in the project is
important and that each one of them feels specially valued and appreciated you will also love the
flexibility with which the team works making work feel more like a hobby than a stressful undertaking
that has to be done at specified times for defined lengths of time and at designated locations in this
book you will learn what agile project management is how agile project management came to be how to
go about implement agile project management how to get the best out of your employees in depth
comparison between agile and the traditional methods of project management how to circumvent the
shortcomings of traditional management methods why you need to introduce agile project management
in your business how to incorporate scrum into agile project management the problems that often arise
when introducing agile for the first time in an organization and what causes them the need for all team
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members to receive training in agile project management the pmi acp course who offers it and the
individual topics offered why leaders are better off taking the pmi acp course why it is important that
leaders including executives should take a course on management of project portfolio what agile project
management is in a nutshell and much much more so if you want to know more about agile project
management then read further scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button

SAFe® 4.0 Reference Guide 2021-01-28
the must have reference guide for safe practitioners there are a lot of methods of scale out there but the
scaled agile framework is the one lighting up the world steve elliot founder ceo agilecraft you don t
have to be perfect to start safe because you learn as you go learning is built in before safe i would not
know how to help my teams but now i have many tools to enable the teams my job is really fun and the
bottom line is i have never enjoyed my job more product manager fortune 500 enterprise captured for
the first time in print the safe body of knowledge is now available as a handy desktop reference to help
you accomplish your mission of building better software and systems inside you ll find complete
coverage of what has until now only been available online at scaledagileframework com the safe
knowledge base was developed from real world field experience and provides proven success patterns
for implementing lean agile software and systems development at enterprise scale this book provides
comprehensive guidance for work at the enterprise portfolio value stream program and team levels
including the various roles activities and artifacts that constitute the framework along with the
foundational elements of values mindset principles and practices education training key to success the
practice of safe is spreading rapidly throughout the world the majority of fortune 100 u s companies
have certified safe practitioners and consultants as do an increasing percentage of the global 1000
enterprises case study results visit scaledagileframework com case studies typically include 20 50
increase in productivity 50 increases in quality 30 75 faster time to market measurable increases in
employee engagement and job satisfaction with results like these the demand from enterprises seeking
safe expertise is accelerating at a dramatic rate successful implementations may vary in context but
share a common attribute a workforce well trained and educated in safe practices this book along with
authorized training and certification will help you understand how to maximize the value of your role
within a safe organization the result is greater alignment visibility improved performance throughout
the enterprise and ultimately better outcomes for the business

Agile Project Management 2021-12-11
have you ever tried your hand at software development only to find out that it s much harder than you
prepared for not only do you have to make sure that your skills are up to par with everybody else but
there is also the matter of coordinating with everyone involved in that project and with collaboration
comes the potential for complexity soon enough you ll be juggling different deadlines and
correspondences deal with differences in design approaches and wade through deep technical problems
aside from that you d have to deal with pressure from investors and stakeholders whose visions your
team is trying to translate into something tangible but often get blindsided by last minute committee
decisions now what if you are open to a more agile method of managing projects but find changes in
your results to be insignificant for instance you might have adopted methodologies like scrum and xp
but find your team of going through the motions of the change instead of fully embracing such
managing a project that requires collaborative effort is complicated and often challenging there is no
doubt to that but what if someone were to tell you that you can help your team achieve its goals at a
faster and far more effective pace this is where this book comes into play in this book you will learn the
different agile methodologies the rationale behind their structures and the values principles and
concepts that you could use in employing them if that is not enough for you here are a few more things
that the book will focus on what motivates teams and what ideas and principles do they identify with the
most the basics of the four major agile methodologies scrum xp kanban and lean what makes them
different from one another restructuring your team s framework to be more compatible with agile
methodologies picking the right methodology for your team or for a certain project preparing dealing
with and mitigating potential problems that might arise from the application of methodologies ensuring
sustainability in the application of agile methodologies in essence by learning of the why behind agile
project management methods you can find the how in implementing them for your own team and
eventually you should be able to achieve the results you have set for the team or better yet go beyond
those the information provided in this book has been organized in such a way that it is easy to
understand and master even for those who are relatively new to the concepts of software development
and project management if the prospect of learning how to finish projects faster and more effectively
intrigues you then it is now time to dive deep into the world of agile project management
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Hands-On Guide to AgileOps 2016-04-05
discover the best practices for transforming cloud and infrastructure operations by using agile scrum
kanban scrumban and spotify models this book will help you gain an in depth understanding of these
processes so that you can apply them to your own work the book begins by offering an overview of
current processes and methods used in it operations using itil and it4it the authors provide a
background of the agile scrum kanban safe scrumban and spotify models used in software development
you ll then gain in depth guidance and best practices to implement agile in the operations world you ll
see how agile site reliability engineering and devops work in tandem to provide the foundation for
modern day infrastructure and cloud operations the book also offers a comparison of various agile
processes and their suitability to the infrastructure and cloud operations world after completing this is
hands on guide you ll know how to adopt agile devops and sre and select the most suitable processes for
your organization to achieve higher reliability agility and lower costs while running cloud and
infrastructure operations what you will learn understand how cloud computing and microservices
architecture are changing operations dynamics understand itil it4it and lean learn how site reliability
engineering agile and devops work in tandem leverage agile scrum kanban scrumban and spotify
models to run cloud operations use site reliability techniques along with agile and devops study the
different agile frameworks spotify safe less dad nexus their purpose benefits and implementation
approaches learn a step by step process to identify and implement these frameworks in your
organization who this book is for infrastructure architects devops architects agile practitioners
devsecops experts product managers scrum masters devops engineers

Agile Scrum 2012-07
expanded and updated deliver products in short cycles with rapid adaptation to change fast time to
market and continuous improvement which supports innovation and drives competitive advantage
shifting customer needs are common in today s marketplace businesses must be adaptive and
responsive to change while delivering an exceptional customer experience to be competitive there are a
variety of frameworks supporting the development of products and services and most approaches fall
into one of two broad categories traditional or agile traditional practices such as waterfall engage
sequential development while agile involves iterative and incremental deliverables organizations are
increasingly embracing agile to manage projects and best meet their business needs of rapid response
to change fast delivery speed and more with clear and easy to follow step by step instructions agile
scrum helps you implement and use the most popular agile framework scrum deliver products in short
cycles with rapid adaptation to change fast time to market and continuous improvement support
innovation and drive competitive advantage agile scrum is for those interested or involved in innovation
project management product development software development or technology management it s for
those who have not yet used scrum it s also for people already using scrum in roles such as product
owners scrum masters development team members business analysts solution and system architects
designers developers testers etc customers end users agile coaches executives managers and other
stakeholders for those already using scrum this guide can serve as a reference on practices for
consideration and potential adaptation reactions to agile scrum have been incredibly positive a superbly
written and presented guide to team based project management that is applicable across a broad range
of businesses from consumer products to high tech indiebrag recommended the us review of books the
book is excellent readers favorite an all inclusive instruction guide that is impressively user friendly in
tone content clarity organization and presentation midwest book review a type personalities those
inclined to avoid instruction manuals and non readers will rejoice upon discovering this guide which
makes getting started with agile scrum a breeze literary classics book reviews a must have for a project
manager wanting to introduce scrum to the organization pm world journal a clear and authoritative
roadmap for successful implementation bookviral agile scrum has received 17 first place wins in
national and international competitions 5th annual beverly hills international book awards business
general category 5th annual beverly hills international book awards technology category 2016 london
book festival business category fall 2016 pinnacle book achievement awards business category 2017
feathered quill book awards informational business category 2016 new apple book awards technology
category 2017 independent press award technology category 11th annual national indie excellence
awards technology category 2017 pacific rim book festival business category 2017 bookvana awards
green conscious business category 2017 book excellence awards technology category 14th annual best
book awards business reference category 2017 new york city big book awards technology category
2017 royal dragonfly book awards science technology category 2017 human relations indie book awards
workplace category 2018 florida book festival business category 2018 pacific book awards business
category agile scrum get your copy today
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An Agile Adoption and Transformation Survival Guide
2016-02-25
this book provides a set of essential thinking tools for understanding agile adoption and transformation
how they differ and what you need to know to avoid being another statistic in the widespread adoption
failure in particular you will learn how to use culture to work more effectively with your organization it
is called a survival guide since so many people have found the concepts to be invaluable in
understanding their experiences when working with agile this book includes identification of causes of
the widespread agile adoption failure a model for understanding agile kanban and software
craftsmanship culture an outline of key adoption and transformation approaches a framework to help
guide when to use these these approaches with your organization real life case studies of what has
worked and what hasn t

Scrum Guide 2018-06-21
20 bonus books included discover how to learn agile project management guide for scrum master today
only get this amazon bestseller for just 2 99 regularly pricedat 4 99 read on your pc mac smart phone
tablet or kindle device you re about to discover how to how to improve your productivity by mastering
few productivity habits initially the scrum guide was designed for any kind of project no matter the size
and complexity whether you already have a small business or planning to set up your own company you
can use the principles in this book to help increase your productivity this book has been designed to
introduce you to scrum it will walk you through the various principles behind it and show you how and
why it works you will also learn how to apply these principles to your own projects via teams and scrum
masters here is a preview of what you ll learn what is scrum what is scrum through the eyes of a scrum
master what are the tools of a scrum master what is a mindset of a scrum master much much more
download your copy today take action today and download scrum guide for a limited time discount of
only 2 99 check out what others are saying this extraordinary book shows a new way to simplify your
life and work charles ny success requires scrum must read book dave watags scrum scrum guide scrum
master agile project management agile project management agile methods lean

Scrum 2020-12-18
does your business need a better software development process maybe you re dealing with complex
problems and need to manage products in a more productive way why not try an agile framework
specifically the scrum agile framework but what exactly is scrum it s a management framework that is
versatile enough to be used in different projects it can help streamline your business while delivering
products of the highest possible value it allows cooperation between the development team the business
owner the stakeholders and the customer all at the same time it promotes the strength of community
and why working together as a development team is so important within scrum each and every role is
important and helps to produce the finished product in a timely manner and within budget and bonus it
also helps to keep the customer happy and while scrum and the agile framework itself can be a little
confusing this book talks about the process behind the system in an easy to read manner scrum the
ultimate beginner s guide to learn and master scrum agile framework defines each role within scrum
and outlines each specific step you and your business needs to take in order to successfully help your
company better itself this book explains the many different uses for scrum agile framework including
using scrum in an effective way what exactly is scrum how can scrum help me and my business what
are the different roles in scrum scrum activities scrum artifacts what is scrum good for the different
stages of scrum what is a sprint how to use the product backlog what does the scrum team do the agile
manifesto who s in charge when implementing scrum why would i even want to use scrum is it really
worth it how scrum can help with quality how scrum can help with team building and cooperation

Project Management 2020-10-09
are you looking for a proven method that will allow your business to maximize production profits and
leadership if you want to start or restart your company in an optimal way increase team performance
and improve process management project management is the way read on to discover some of its great
benefits how is a winning startup born grows and innovates what are the distinguishing features of
companies that have stood the test of time from those that have failed to take off are they following
their workflow in the most cost and resource efficient way the answers to these questions are the
ultimate solution for sustainable businesses this book teaches you how to apply the powerful lean
principles lean startup lean enterprise lean six sigma lean analytics lean thinking and how to master
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agile tools and methods you will be guided step by step in the correct planning or reorganization of
business processes to achieve the greatest potential for improvement knowing how to quickly solve
problems track data correctly making changes reducing costs but that is not all do you know why the
agile method is one of the most used by successful startups and companies agile project management is
the methodology to be implemented to obtain maximum business efficiency by eliminating waste and
reducing production costs this is the most basic definition of agile p m scrum kanban dsdm xp crystal
are powerful agile frameworks tools and techniques to be applied to all those companies or startups
that aspire to growth and leadership allowing managers and team members to effectively focus on
developing specific parts making them more focused and productive the kaizen principles on the other
hand are fundamental to guarantee continuous improvement increase the ability to think analyze
improve operational efficiency and are absolutely important for achieving company objectives these are
the advantages that allow companies to overcome moments of great uncertainty such as the current one
you will learn why do most startups fail how to monitor and optimize the data what are 5s and how they
work benefits of lean thinking the 5 dmaic phases why should you implement agile accelerate your
business with scrum how a sprint could make your life easier kanban for lean manufacturing add value
and quality to the product the 10 kaizen principles methodologies applicable to kaizen and much more
you will master all of these proven methods and reap great benefits for business growth don t wait start
now get your project management collection now and become an expert

Project Management 2020-05-28
are you looking for a proven method that allows your company to achieve continuous improvement
maximize production management and leadership if you want to start or restart your company optimally
boost productivity team s performance and profits project management is the way read on to discover
some of its great advantages how is a winning startup born grows and innovates what are the
distinguishing characteristics of companies that have stood the test of time from those that have failed
to take off the last question is are they going through their workflow as cost and resource efficient as
possible the answers to these questions are the ultimate solution for sustainable companies this guide
teaches you how to apply the powerful lean principles lean startup lean enterprise lean six sigma lean
analytics lean thinking and how to combine them with effective agile tools and methods you will be
guided step by step in the correct planning or reorganization of business processes to achieve the
greatest potential for improvement knowing how to solve problems quickly how to track data correctly
making changes reducing costs these are the benefits that allow companies to overcome moments of
great uncertainty such as the current one but that s not all do you know why is the agile method one of
the most used by successful startups and companies agile project management is the methodology to
implement to get maximum business efficiency eliminating waste and reducing production costs this is
the most basic definition of agile p m scrum kanban dsdm xp crystal are powerful agile frameworks
tools and techniques to be applied to all those companies or startups that aspire to growth and
leadership allowing to managers and team members to effectively focus on the development of specific
parts thus being more focused and productive kaizen principles instead are essential to ensure
continuous improvement increase the ability to think analyze improve operational efficiency and it is
absolutely important to achieving company s goals these are just some of the many benefits you will get
and now that you understand the potential of project management what you need is to know exactly
how to incorporate it into your projects with this book you will learn why do most startups fail how to
track and optimize data what are the 5s s and how they work lean thinking advantages the 5 dmaic
phases why should you implement agile speed up your business with scrum how a sprint could make
your life easier kanban for lean manufacturing add value and quality to the product the 10 kaizen
principles methodologies applicable to kaizen and much more this guide allows you to master all these
proven methods and get great benefits for the company growth get your

Project Management 2019-02-16
this pocket guide to scrum is the one book for everyone who wants to learn or re learn about scrum the
book describes the framework as it was designed and intended with a strong focus on the purpose to
the rules and adding an historical perspective to scrum and the agile movement several elements that
were described in the first edition of scrum a pocket guide 2013 were later added to the official scrum
guide the most noticeable ones are the scrum values 2016 and the description of the 3 questions of the
daily scrum as a good yet optional practice 2017 as the balance of society keeps shifting from industrial
labor to digital work complexity and unpredictability keep increasing the need for agility through scrum
increases equally in and beyond software and product development this 2nd edition of scrum a pocket
guide offers the clarity and insights on scrum that many organizations need today and in the
foreseeable future scrum a pocket guide is an extraordinarily competent book it flows with insight
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understanding and perception this should be the de facto standard handout for all looking for a
complete yet clear overview of scrum without being bothered by irrelevancies ken schwaber scrum co
creator the author gunther verheyen is a seasoned scrum practitioner 2003 throughout his standing
career as a consultant gunther has employed scrum in diverse circumstances he was partner to ken
schwaber and director of the professional scrum series at scrum org he is the founder of ullizee inc and
engages with people and organizations as an independent scrum caretaker

Scrum – A Pocket Guide - 2nd edition 2015
1 amazon best seller the ultimate guide to agile project management and scrum the ultimate companion
for professionals interested or involved in agile scrum this book will give you a holistic well balanced
introduction to both subjects while discussing their integration and synergy agile project management
quickstart guide agile project management is shifting the world of project management at its core for
good reasons with an approach to projects that is quite different from the traditional waterfall
methodology agile project management focuses on added value fast while staying on track to achieve a
defined business goal completing projects in small chunks piece by piece allows project stakeholders to
implement deliverables much faster than waiting for all phases of the project to be completed as well as
allowing for modifications to project items based on changing needs often overlooked as a project
management style that is only for it related projects agile methodology can be be utilized to complete
projects across any industry including company reorganization improving upon or redefining business
processes and simply any project that has short production and implementation times in this book i will
teach you everything you need to know about agile project management so that you can comfortably
and confidently deploy the techniques and strategies in your projects i ll take you step by step through
the phases of an agile project how to to schedule iterations during your project and how to win over
project stakeholders with this progressive methodology scrum quickstart guide differing greatly from
the traditional waterfall or relay approach to project management methodology scrum emphasizes the
importance of a cross functional team that pushes forward together to a collective goal the project
success implementing such tactics as daily scrums in which all members of the team are held
accountable for their accomplishments current tasks and potential obstacles scrum attempts to create a
real team amongst all members where all individuals most move forward together as occurs within a
scrum on the rugby field from which the term was adopted the holistic approach taken by scrum not
only embraces the importance of progressing as a team it also raises several important question that
highlight potential inefficiencies within an organization specifically related to resource allocation
accountability and task management not to be overlooked the approach taken even from the smallest
projects within an organization can ultimately define the overall success here is a preview of what you ll
learn the principles philosophies of agile project management the tools techniques that drive the
practical application of agile methodology how delivering your project in iterations will change the way
you view milestones how to implement scrum methodology from the top down in your organization or
team how to utilize the principles of scrum to get projects done now the top mistakes to avoid that those
new to lean six sigma make our personal guarantee we are so confident that methods outlined in this
book will help you understand and implement agile project management scrum that we re willing to let
you try the book risk free for 30 days if you are not fully satisfied with the product simply let us know
and we will provide a 100 full refund that s right a 100 money back guarantee what reason do you have
to not give this book a try scroll up click the add to cart icon on the right side right now clydebank
media llc all rights reserved

Agile Project Management & Scrum QuickStart Guides
2016-07
understanding agile is a practical guide for managers who are currently working in an agile
environment or have plans to adopt an agile methodology within their organization this guide describes
what agile means its benefits and pitfalls and the difference between agile and the more traditional
waterfall approach endorsed by the dsdm consortium this publication provides valuable insight and
practical assistance for managers working with agile teams it explains how you can create a sustainable
agile environment and use agile to add value to your business

Understanding Agile
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